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The Kenreimon’in Ukyo no Daibu Sh
Introduction and Partial Translation
by James G. Wagner
BE Kenreimon’in Ukyd no Daibu Shi,! or ‘The Collection of Lady
Kenreimon’in Ukyd no Daibu’, is a somewhatdisjointed work, a combination of diary and collection of taxka poems with prose contexts. As is
true of most court ladies, very little is known aboutthe life of its author, Kenreimon’in Uky6é no Daibu (or simply Ukyé no Daibu).? It appears that she was
born about 1157 to Fujiwara no Koreyukit and Yagiri,5 the daughter of Omiwa
no Motomasa.‘ Neither of her parents was of any particular social consequence,
but both were born into families long connected with thearts.
Herfather was descended from the founderof the Sesonji’ schoolofcalligraphy,

Fujiwara no Yukinari (Kazei),8 and was himself a skilled calligrapher. He was

also a musician and a scholar, known principally for his Genji Monogatari Shaku,?
the earliest known commentary on the great novel. Ukyd no Daibu’s maternal
grandfather, Omiwa no Motomasa, was a prominent flautist serving, as the
Omiwa family traditionally had, in the Bureau of Music.!° His daughter Yagiri
was a musician in her own right, being a renowned performer on the thirteenstringed zithern.'t Her reputation was sufficiently high for her to have taught a

number of importantpupils, among whom was Ukyd no Daibu’s father. It is not

surprising, then, that the offspring of two such people should also have had an
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artistic bent. Ukyd no Daibu was,it seems, highly regarded for her calligraphy

andfor her ability on the zithern, both of which skills must have served her well
when she wentto court.

Ukyé no Daibu probably entered the service of the consort of Emperor Taka-

kura,!? Taira no Tokushi‘ (later Kenreimon’in), about the year 1173. From the
headnote to the second poem of her collection,!* we know that she was at court
on New Year’s Day 1174, andit is unlikely that she had been there for long. It
wasat this time that she acquired the name by whichsheis now known, although
its origin is somewhat unclear.!§ The first element of Kenreimon’in Ukyé: no

Daibu is, of course, the ingd*¢ of Tokushi, but the second part is prablematical.

However, since Koreyuki’s grandfather and other relations held the office of

Ukyé no Daibu (Intendantof the Right Division of the Capital), it seems rea-

sonable to assume that Koreyuki, too, possessed the title at one time and that it
is from herfather that Ukyd no Daibu derived her name.!?
Although Ukyé no Daibu’s court service lasted less than six years, it was,
judging from her poetry collection, the period which influenced her most profoundly. In the retinue of the Imperial Consort, she came to know the Taira

courtiers and ladies in all their splendor, while their fortunes werestill on therise.

There she met the manyfriends whose loss during the Gempei War would grieve

her so deeply. And there shefell in love with Taira no Sukemori!, the man

whose memory she treasured for the rest of herlife.
Their relationship was far from perfect. It appears, at least from Ukyd no

Daibu’s pointof view, that Sukemori treated her rather badly. For a time she took

up with the painter and poet Fujiwara no Takanobu,!? but as Sukemori’ssituation
became more and more precarious, he and Ukyé no Daibu were again drawn

together. Once the Taira hadleft the Capital, Ukyé no Daibu wasdeprived of the
object of her affection, but despite his absence, or perhaps becauseofit, her love
for him seems to have grown deeper. After Sukemori’s death, her grief and

idealized love mingled with her sadness at the passing of her youth and of a more
gracious age. Her grief seems actually to have sustained her. Mourning for

Sukemori and for a vanished world becamehersole raison d’étre, giving herlife a

sense of meaning and worth.
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Ukyé no Daibu was eventually forced to withdraw from court service, probably
sometime in 1178 for we know that she was absent from the rituals surrounding
the birth of the future Emperor Antoku® in the eleventh month of that year.2t

That she was unwilling to retire is clear,” but her reasons for leaving are not.

Although one can imagine a number of scandalous possibilities, it seems most
likely that since her mother died in the following year, Ukyd no Daibu was
prompted to return home by her mother’s illness.?4
From the time of her withdrawal from Tokushi’s service until her return to

court seventeen years later, very little is known of her activities or whereabouts.
Shortly after her mother’s death, Ukyd no Daibu moved from Higashiyama to

Nishiyama and at some time lived with her brother, the priest Son’en, in his
quarters at Hosshaji.24 After the Gempei War, probably in 1186, she visited

Kenreimon’in at Ohara and subsequently went on a pilgrimage to Sakamoto on
MtHiei. But thatis all that we know.

Aboutthe year 1195, Ukyd no Daibu returned to court, entering the service of
Emperor Go-Tobaat the relatively advanced age of thirty-eight.25 She remained
in his retinue at least until after his abdication, but how long after is not known.
Exceptfor isolated incidents noted in her poetry collection, the remaining thirtyseven or more years of her life are a virtual blank. The date of her death is unknown, but from an exchange of poems with Fujiwara no Teika at the timeof the

compilation of the ninth imperial anthology, the Shinchokusensha (poems 358 &

359), we know that Ukyé no Daibu wasstill alive in 1232 at the unusually old age
of seventy-five.

The three-quarters of a century spanned by Ukyd no Daibu’s life was one of

the most tumultuous and eventful periods in Japanese history. Around the time

of her birth, the powerof provincial warrior families to interfere in central affairs

was beginning to become quite evident (witness the Hagen and Heiji disturbances). By the time of her death, the lines of authority had been thoroughly

redrawn. The centuries-old central governing structure had been challenged by
a provincial warrior organization, and the nobility had. discovered itself power-

less to resist its own forced separation from control of its sources of economic
power. A military regime, organized along non-traditionallines and with its own
clearly defined jurisdictions, had been established, and the locus of power(if not

of prestige) was shifted to the East for the next century.

By the time Ukyé no Daibu entered court service, the Taira, through the

efforts of Kiyomori,?’ had risen to heights of power and status unprecedentedfor

20
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a warrior family. Kiyomori had been appointed to (and subsequently retired
from) the exalted office of prime minister,?# his daughter was consort to the reigning emperor, and Kiyomori was soon to becomethe grandfather of a crown prince.
However, Kiyomori was growing restive in his client status to the cloistered
emperor Go-Shirakawa.”° Furthermore, the configuration of power and interests
that had broughtthe retired emperor and the Taira together a decade before had
changed, and Kiyomori and Go-Shirakawa were now in opposition. In 1179, in
response to a number ofpressures, Kiyomori executed a coup d'état, placing the
retired emperor under house arrest and eliminating ali opposition from the

ranks of the court bureaucracy. In the following year, his grandson became em-

peror, and Kiyomori’s position appeared unassailable. However, before his death
in 1181, Kiyomori was to witness the beginning of the collapse of his family’s
fortunes.
In 1180 Minamoto no Yoritomo*called for the chastisementof the Taira and
began organizing a military governing body based on his personal confirmation
of lands andtitles. Yoritomo’s actions in the Kanto in turn sparked local uprisings
against central authority throughout the country. The Taira were unable,
through the traditional structure of government to which their power was tied,
to appeal to provincial discontents. Having neither adherents in the Capital nor
a secure power base in the provinces, they found their own resources inadequate
to combat the depredations of rebellious warriors or the advances of the
Minamoto. In 1183 the Taira, with the child-emperor Antoku, fled the Capital

before the forces of Kiso no Yoshinaka.** After a disastrous defeat at Ichinotani in
1184, they wandered here and there about the Inland Sea until their final destruction at Dannoura in the third month of 1185.
Compared to the massive release of anti-government and anti-authoritarian
energies of the Gempei Warperiod and the subsequentreordering of society, the
battles between the Minamoto and the Taira wereoflittle importance. In fact
the struggle between the two families was marked by a distinct lack of interest

in actual confrontation. Nonetheless, these campaigns have inspired an enormous

body of literature, including at least three military tales (gunkt monogatari),
numerous noh, jéruri, and kabuki plays, and countless songs and. balladsofall

kinds. The rapid rise and. dizzying fall of one family’s fortunes andthepitting of
courtiers (though, in fact, the Taira were mere upstart provincials) against rude,

uncultured Eastern warriors have provided aimost limitless material for literary

invention.
Differing from these works are the diaries, memoirs, and poetry collections,
such as the Ukyd no Daibu Shi, in which the authors react not to monumental
political and social changes or, again, to the workings of karma, but to very personal sorts of misfortune: the passing of a period of excitement and beauty in their

29 SAMRS, rv. 1155-0.

30 HM 9A, 1147-99.

M RMB, 1154-84.
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ownlives, the loss of friends, and, in the case of Ukyé no Daibu, the death of
her by then idealized lover.
The Kenreimon’in Ukyd no Daibu Shi is a so-called ‘personal poetry collection’ ,*?
containing 359 fanka poems and their headnotes. Of these, 305 are Ukyd no

Daibu’s own compositions, and the remaining fifty-four are by twenty-six other
individuals. The poemsare arranged not in the conventional sequenceof seasonal,

love, and miscellaneous poems, but roughly in the order of their composition,

with the exception of the first and last poems, which provide a kind of introduc~
tion and conclusion for the collection as a whole. About one hundred poems,

most of them in a half-dozen or so groups, either lack headnotes altogether or are

prefaced only by conventional topics.For the most part, however, the headnotes
are more elaborate, on occasion running to several hundred wordsin length. In
fact, the longer headnotes quite overshadow the poemsthey are meantto intro-

duce. A series of such headnotes reads as an extended passageofprose interspersed

with poems, giving Ukyd no Daibu’s poetry collection the feeling, at times,
of a diary or memoir. This characteristic accounts for the fact that the work is
often classified under the generic heading of nikki, or ‘diary’, since it is in many
ways comparable to examples such as the Izumi Shikibu Nikki, the Sanuki no Suke
no Nikki4 and the like.

The contents of the collection can be divided into four major sections. The

first deals, after the introductory poem, with incidents and ceremonies at Court

and with Ukyé no Daibu’s love affairs. The following section (poems 123 to 203),

beginning with her withdrawal from court service, contains poems written on
the occasion of her mother’s death and at various stages in her relationship with

Sukemori, and concludes with the death of ex-Emperor Takakura.If, in contrast

to the general brightness and youthfulness of thefirst section, the second gives
way to 4 darker mood, then the third is virtually black and sodden with tears of
sorrow and self-pity. This section (204 to 321), which includes the portion translated below, concerns Sukemori's death, the misfortunes of Ukyd no Daibu’s
friends during the Gempei War andits aftermath, her visit to Ohara, and her
pilgrimage. This is followed by a numberof miscellaneous poems, and the section

concludes with thefifty-one Tanabata poems. Thefinalsection, apparently written
some years later, concerns her return to court andisolated incidents of her middle

years, and is characterized by a softer and morereflective grief and longing for
the past. The collection ends with a concluding poem and the above-mentioned
poetic exchange with Teika in about 1232, which was appended manyyearslater.

Because of the existence of the introductory and concluding poems, scholars
agree that Ukyd no Daibu undoubtedly edited her poetry collection herself.

32 Shikashit RR
23 Dai #4. Notable among such groups isa
very long series of 5] paems composed on,
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The poems, we know, were composed over a period of nearly sixty-five years, the
earliest (72 & 73) being written no later than 1169,35 and the latest no earlier
than 1232. The dates of the headnotes and the date and manner of compilation
remain, however, in some doubt. The various arguments for this date or that

seem to ignore the fact that we have no way of knowing whether Ukyé no Daibu’s

memory was reliable or not, and that older people often have a clear recollec-

tion of their younger days, whereas they may he quite confused aboutthe present.
Further, Uky6 no Daibu, like nearly every other writer of memoirs or a diary,
East or West, probably used her imagination to fill in the gaps in her memory
and rearranged or altered some events to suit her purposes. Indeed,it is remotely
possible that a good deal of the prose matter is pure invention. After all, this
poetic diary, though to an extent autobiographical, is not necessarily a true and

complete record of Ukyé no Daibu’slife.

Nonetheless, with these reservations in mind, it is plausible to assume that the
Ukyé no Daibu Shit is based on a body of poems which Ukyd no Daibu had gathered
over the years and that the headnotes were either revised or added ata later time.
From internal evidence and other factors, Hon’iden has concluded that thefirst
three sections were brought together in 1188 or 1189.37 As is true of a number
of diaries and poetry collections, poems and recollections of various incidents
were subsequently added from time to time, thus accounting for the lack of
continuity and the significant time gaps which characterize the final section of
the Ukyé no Daibu Shi. Because, among other reasons, there is no mention ofthe
Jokyi Incident of 1221, it appears that Ukya no Daibu probably completed her
collection sometime between 1213 and 1218.28 Nakamura Shin’ichird would like
to believe that at the time of the compilation of the Shinchokusenshi, Ukyd no
Daibu revised her entire collection before sending it to the editor Teika for consideration,%° but, of course, there is no way oftelling whatsort of revisions might
have taken place or when.It seers mostlikely that Ukyé no Daibufinished work
on hercollection during the Kemp6“* era, when she was in herlatefifties or early
sixties.
It was mentioned above that Ukyé no Daibu’s poetry collection, while having
autobiographical elements, is not necessarily a true record of herlife. Neither is
it an assemblage of what she probably considered her best poems from various
poetry contests and hundred-poem sequences. What, then, were the principles
on which her selection was based? Why choose these particular poems?
The best answer (though not a very precise one) can perhaps be foundin her
poetry collection itself. First the headnote to her introductory poem:
35 Murai, p. 5; Tomikura, p. 24.
36 Tomikura p. 137.
37 Han’iden, pp. 65-70.

38 Tomikura, p. 192, opts for the earlier
date, while Hon’iden, p. 67, believes that it
was compiled around 1217-8.

39 Nakamura Shin'ichiré AtH—al, Kenreiman'in Ukyé no Daibu (Nihon Shifin Sen a7
AR, 13), Chikuma Shohd ##8#H, 1972,

p. 9.
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Personal poetry collections are things poets write. That is not whatthis is at

all. Rather, I have simply written down, for my eyes aloneto see, how I re-

memberfeeling at various times when I have been moved or saddenedor have

found something difficult to forget.

And from the headnote to her concluding poem:
While fated to have none but sad memories, the yearsof mylife have piled up.
As I pass the days in useless idleness, I have written down, little at a time,
these things which have come to mind.*!
Here, then, is the avowed principle that guided herselection. Incidents and

their attendant emotions rather than the poems written upon them were most

importantto her. This explainsthe inclusion of a great many mediocre poems and
the preeminentposition of the headnotes. It also helps to explain the fragmented
and disjointed quality of the work.

Ukyé no Daibu’s poetry collection has been called a record of her pure love for
Sukemori. While this and a vague sense of Joss and of the passage of time appear

throughout the work, these themes do not give it a feeling of unity. Sections
unrelated to Sukemori and the Taira occur frequently. The portion of the work

translated below exhibits more thematic (if not narrative) cohesiveness than most

other parts of the collection. Nevertheless, various sections, such as Ukyd no
Daibu’s appreciation of a starlit sky in poem 251 and its headnote, although
probably in chronologically correct position, have no evident connections with
the poems that precede and follow them. This factor distinguishes the Ukyd no
Daibu Shi from works of the nikki genre, such as the Kagerd Nikki? and the Izumi
Shikibu Nikki, which focus more consistently on a single theme. However, as men-

tioned before, the length of the headnotes has caused somescholars to hesitate
to classify the Ukyd no Daibu Shi as a personalpoetry collection. They have instead
isolated it in a class of its own as a somehow unique specimen. Thisis difficult to

accept. If one must categorize, it is perhaps best to call the Ukyé no Daibu Shi a
personal poetry collection which partakes of various aspects of the diary-memoir
genre, thus placing it squarely within the nikki tradition.
Ukyé no Daibu’s poetry has very little to do with the poetic developments of
the twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, and consequently has distressed the
literary historians by refusing to be neatly categorized. The standard histories of
Japanese literature tend to place Ukyé no Daibuin a class by herself, treating

her poetry style as an intensely individual development. Of course, there is no

need to do this. It is simply that Uky6 no Daibu was a mediocre poet in an age of
poetic giants. She seems to show nointerest in the developing ideals of ‘mystery
and depth’ (yigen) and ‘ethereal charm’ (yéen)“ of Shunzei** and Teika, nor does
she possess the wit or verbal dexterity prized by the early classical poets. Her

41 Hisamatsu, pp. 415 & 510.
40 Me Biz

43 wk, ee
44 BR
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compositions are, in general, unadorned, uncomplicated, and quite conventional.

At the same time, the very prosaic, flat effect of some of her poemsis similar to
poetic effects deliberately cultivated a century later by the innovating Kyégoku-

Reizei#court poets. In this sense, she accasionally showsherself to be a precursor

of later dominanttrends in poetry. (See, for example, poems 237, 244, & 250.)
Thefact that Ukyé no Daibu went to the trouble of compiling a poetry collec-

tion seems to indicate that, in spite of her protestations to the contrary, she considered her poetry to be of some importance. There is no indication, however, that
her contemporaries shared her opinions. In spite of her connections with Shunzei

and his family, none of her poems wasselected for inclusion in either the Senzaishi
or the Shinkokinsha.4¢ It was not until the endofherlife, when Teika’s owntastes
had turned from the _pagen and_yéen ideals to a less complex style, that any of her

poems were included in an imperial anthology.” After the developmentof the

late classical style of court poetry, with its emphasis on surface simplicity, minute

observation, and makoto,4® Uky6 no Daibu’s poetry became more highly valued.

And not surprisingly, although she lacks the characteristic intensity of late classical poetry, her simple, declarative style, her deep involvement with her subject
matter, and, at her best, her discovery of a new observed truth seem to have
appealed to the Kydgoku-Reizei poets. This is evidenced by the Jarge number

of her poems included in the fourteenth and seventeenth imperial anthologies,

the Gyokupéshi and the Figashit.
Modern Japanese critics, too, seem to be attracted to the quality of makoto in
her poetry, but makoto in the modern sense of ‘sincerity’. Most scholars admit
that her poemsare not very good, that they are weak, prosy, flat, and frequently
as uninteresting as, to borrow the Japanese phrase, chewing on sand.4? Nevertheless, in the simplicity and lack of verbal dexterity of these poems, these critics
find an absenceofartificiality, and an honesty and sincerity which appealto them.
However, for these scholars and, one suspects, all readers, the primary value
of the Ukpd no Daibu Shi lies not in the poems butin their headnotes. Ukyé no
Daibu’s prose style is described as simple, artless, straightforward, and unembellished,°° but it is also considered to have a certain gentleness and, above all,
purity.
The surface simplicity and purity are deceptive, however, and should not be
45 RAIS
6 FRH, MES
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equated with artlessness. Ukyd no Daibu’s sentence structure is by no means
particularly complex, but her writing exhibits, atits best, a directness of apprehension and a careful attention to the selection and ordering of details (albeit frequently conventional ones) which is far from naive. Andit is these details which
give the prose contexts their evocative, elegiac quality and their (one has to admit
it) feeling of purity.
The Ukyd no Daibu Sha has variously been characterized as ‘an outpouring of
sincere emotions’ and as ‘the transforming of pure feelings into beauty’.>? It

appears that, to the Japanese critics, what is most important about the work is
its apparent honesty andsincerity,its ultimate truthfulness. Whether the incidents
included in the collection actually happened or were fabricated, whether Ukyd
no Daibu loved Sukemorior despised him, whether we are reading truth orfiction,
has no bearing on theliterary value of the work. Yetthere is something,afterall,
to this matter of truth. Its significance lies not in the sincerity of Ukya no Daibu’s
ownfeelings, but in the actuality of the historical events which surrounded her.
Though admittedly this has no connection with the quality of her writing, there

is no denying that the historical context enhances the modern reader’s responses.

In the Ukya no Daibu Shi, the momentousevents of that era are brought down to
a humanlevel to which the reader can easily respond. Thosehistorical. personages

whohavetaken on mythical proportionsaver the centuries are brought poignantly
to life. Thus, the historical background adds an extra-literary dimension to the

Ukya no Daibu Shi, which in turn serves as a deft foil to the accounts oftherise
and fall of the Taira found in the dramas and warrior tales.
I have chosen to translate the following section of the Kenreiman’in Ukyd no Daibu

Shi because it contains some of Ukyd no Daibu’s most moving and evocative
writing (as well as, admittedly, a few dull poems). It admirably demonstrates the

qualities for which the workis valued. It is also the section of her diary which is
most enhanced by its historical setting. And finally, although it is perhaps unrepresentative of the Ukyé no Daibu Shi in thatit is one of the longest thematically
cohesive sections in the entire work, precisely for this reason it lends itself very
well to excerption as a unit.
Thetranslation is based on the text edited by Hisamatsu Sen’ichi and others

which appears in Hisamatsu Sen’ichi et al., ed., Heian Kamakura Shikashii.
This text, in turn, is based on the Kyushu University Library manuscript and is
collated with the manuscript held by the Imperial Household Library® and

with the Gunsho Ruijé text.5 In addition, Hisamatsu and his collaborators had

5¢ Shimraura Izucu #4t#, ‘Selya Sambi no
Josei Kaji’ 22MKO KAA, in Namban
Sarasa ®RRUY (Shimmura Teun Zenshd, v),
Chikuma Shobé, 1971, p. $83.
52 Tomikura, p. 139.
53 Forfull reference, see n. 14 above.
54 Kunaichd Shoryabu Sr BRE

55 A concise description ofthe textualhistory
and the various extant manuscripts of the
Kenveimon'in Ukya no Daibu Sha may be foundin

Tomikura, pp. 113-30. For the most thorough
treatment of textual matters published to date,
see Ikari Masashi #4iE2], Kenreimon'in Ukya
no Daibu Sha :Kohon ayobi Sdsakuin 32.0WS RK
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reference to the Shdkdkan and Seikadd** manuscripts.

In preparing this translation, I havealso relied heavily on the commentaries
of Hon’iden Shigeyoshi,5? which is based on the Gunsho Ruiji text, and of Murai

Jun, Kenreimon’in Ukyd no Daibu Sha Hyékai,8 which utilizes the Kyushu University

Library manuscript text, along with emendations from other unspecified sources.
KAR: HRRUBHRG], Kasarna Shoin 2S
Be, 1969,

Bae, AEE

57 Seen. 2.
58 See n. 26.

Wagner: The Kenretmon’in Ukyi no Daibu Shit
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Kenreimon’in Ukyé no Daibu Shi
VERYTHING about the turmoil during the Juei and Genryaku periods®? was
| so horrible that though I may call it a nightmare, a chimera, a disaster, or
anythingelse, still I find that no single word can possibly express it. Thus,

T have difficulty recalling exactly what took place, and even now there are certain

things I would rather not remember. No matter howitis described, no matter how
much one ponders it, neither words nor emotions can encompass the enormity
of the events of that autumn-—thatterrible autumn when I heard that all my

friends were to leave the Capital.6? None of us had known when it might take
place, and so when faced with the actual event, everyone, both those who wit-

nessed it and those who merely heard aboutit from afar, was thrown into such
confusion thatit seemed we were living some unspeakable nightmare. I kept hearing about uprisings throughout the country and wasfilled with apprehension as

to what might become ofus.

Atthis time Sukemori*t was serving as a First Secretary in the Emperor's

Private Office’? and seemedto find it difficult to slip away from his official duties.

Those around me repeated over and again how hopeless and, indeed, scandalous
our relationship was,® and Sukemori, too, treated the affair with a great deal
more caution than before. Yet we managed, though with a good deal of hesitation, to meet from time to time.

59 ‘The Juei $k period began in the fifth

month of [182 and, if one were an adherent of
the Taira cause, ended with the death of
Emperor Antoku at Dannoura in the third
month of 1185. However, according to the

official chronology, the nengd was changed to

Genryaku 3. in the fourth month of 1184,
after the accession of Emperor Go-Toba, and
ended in the eighth month of the following

year. These twoperiods span the final struggle

between the Heike and the Genji that ended

the Taira hegemony and led to the establishmentof the Kamakura shogunate.
60 The Taira were forced to flee the Capital
before the advancing armies of Kiso no Yoshinaka; the Heike decamped on the 25th of the
seventh month, 1183, and Yoshinaka occupied

the city three days later.
61 The second son of Taira no Shigemori

Bg and the younger brother of Taira no

Koremori #22, Sukemori was the greatest

love of Ukya no Daibu’s life. He played an

unimpressive part in the campaigns against
the Minamoto and was drowned at Dannoura.
62 Sukemori was ane of the two First Sec-

retaries (kurado no 12 @,A3H) who headed the

kuradodokora # APF, the bureau handling the

personal affairs of the emperor. He was ap-

pointed to this office in 1183 and simultaneously promoted to junior third rank. At
this time Sukemori was about 25 years old,

the author about 26.

6 An allusion to the difficulties caused by

the existence of Sukemori’s principal consort.
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‘These disturbances have now reached such a point,’ he would tell me when
we met, ‘that there can be no doubtthat I will soon be dead. Will you not pity
me then, even little? You may not love meatall, but at least we have become
used to talking freely with one another. In view ofall that has passed between us,
T hope youwill pray that I mayfind light on the dark path which lies before me.
Though I may manageto survive for a while, I must surely die in the end. I am

firmly resolved notto think of myself as the person J used to be. If I begin to allow

myself real emotions, or regrets over times now past, or longings for 2 certain
person, then there would be no end to it. I cannot be sure of what my weakspixit

will drive me to do, in spite of my resolve.”

‘And so’, he continued, ‘I have renounced all worldly attachments. I have

decided not even to permit myself the indulgence of sending messages from this
or that distant shore, so do not think that I am treating you shabbily just be-

cause I do not ask after you. I am determined from now on to think of myself

as one whose condition has changed utterly. Still, my true feelings will probably reassert themselves in the end. How regrettable that would be!"

When I hadheard him out, I knew he wasright, yet how was I to answer him?

I could only respond with tears.

Atthe beginning of autumn, J heard that at length the flight from the Capital

~-that dream within a dream—wasatlast to take place. To what can I possibly

compare the emotions I experienced? Of course, no person oftrue feeling failed

to discuss or contemplate these sorrowful events, but for me there was nota single
friend to whom felt I could express my innermost thoughts. Unable to open my
heart to anyone, I spent my days in melancholy brooding. When my welling emotions became more than I could bear, I would turn to the Buddha. There was

nothing for me to do butto spend my days weeping.
Eachofusis allotted a certain numberof years in this world. We cannot end
ourlives when we might wish. But being unable to flee by myself to sometemple,
I was even thwarted in my desire to enter holy orders. Howbitterly it pained me
that I should be forced to go onliving as I was.

204

Mata tameshi
Tagut mo shiranu

I know of no example
Nor like event which can match

Mite mo sate aru

What a wretched fate is mine

Uki koto o

Mi zo utomashiki

The miseries I have seen.

That I muststill go on living!

As autumn wore on, my fears multiplied. Now, in the saddest of all seasons,
T felt even less able to bearthis life any longer.

One bright moonlit evening, I gazed at the sky, brooding upon the shapes of

the clouds and the sad sighing of the wind. Undera traveler’s sky, journeying
toward some unknown destination, how might Sukemori feel, I wondered, and

was overcome with tears.

Wagner: The Kenreimon’in Ukyé no Daibu Sha
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Izuku nite
Ikanaru kota 0

Omoitsutsu
Koyoi no tsuki ni

Sode shiboruran’*

Where is he?

And what kinds of thoughts

Fill his mind.
As beneath the moonthis night
Hewets his sleeves with tears?

Even at dawn and at dusk, no matter what distractions there were, how could
my mindpossibly stray from these musings? I wanted so much to speak with him

one last time. How unhappy I was when I could not. The rumors I heard of him
as he wandered from place to place were toa terrible for words.
206

Iwaba ya ta
Omou koto nomi

If we could but meet,

Sate munashiku ya
Tsui ni hatenan

Am thus to end my days,
These longings unfulfilled ?

Okaru ma

How very many are those things

I wish to say to him.

I heard that fearsome warriors were leaving the Capital in great numbers.
Whatterrible newswill I hear next, I wondered. Whenwill the next shock come?
While I lay weeping bitterly, troubled by these fears, Sukemori appeared to me
in a dream. He was wearing informal court dress, just as I had always seen him.

The windblew fiercely about him, and he gazed off into the distance, seemingly
lost in thought. I was so distraught that I immediately awoke, and my feelings
then were quite indescribable. I wondered if he might be at that moment exactly

as I had envisioned him.
207

Hedrifts about

Nami kaze no
Araki sawagi ni

Battered by the wild tumult

Sa koso wa _yasuki
Sora nakarurame®

Even a single untroubled hour.

Tadayoite

Of wind and waves:
Surely he can no longer enjoy

Perhaps because I becameso agitated with these many fears, I fell ill with a
fever for a few days. I felt so wretched that I wished that I might die.
208

Uki ue no

Nao uki koto o
Kikanu saki ni
Kono yo no hoka ni
Nari ma shinaba ya

& Gyokuydshi, no. 2485 (xvi: 23 na uta, 5).
65 Presumably the membersof Minamoto no
Yoshitsune’s FAME army. After eliminating
Kiso no Yoshinaka, Yoshitsune occupied the
Capital in the first month of 1184, and soon

Before again I hear
Ofstill greater wretchedness
To add to that I know,
Would that I might leave behind
This world andall its misery.
after proceeded westward in pursuit of the
Taira.

48 “Nami? and ‘kaze’ are engo $B, or associa-

tion words, as also are ‘kaze’ and ‘sara’.
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Butthat was not to be. How cruel myfate is, I thought, andfelt utterly miserable.
209

Ararubeki
Kokochi mo senu ni
Nao kiede

I have no desire
To continue longer in this world,
Yet I do not die.

Kanashikarikeru

To have survived another day.

Ky6 made furu zo

Howwretched feel, how sad

In the spring of the following year,’ a relative suggested that we go on a
pilgrimage together. I was then so unhappy thatit seemed too great an effort to

do anything, but since the journey had religious purpose, I roused. myself from

my gloomy thoughts and went with her. She told me that on the road back there
was a certain place where the plum blossoms were unusually beautiful. When we
arrived, she went right in, and I trailed alongafter her. And indeed, the blossoms

there were far lovelier than those one usually sees.
T overheard my companiontalking with the owner, a hermitpriest.

‘Every year,’ the priest said, ‘a certain gentleman used to come here. He would

rope off the whole area so that he could enjoy the blossoms undisturbed. What
a pity that he has not comethis year! The flowers have bloomed andfallen for
nothing.’
Myrelative evidently asked who the gentleman was, for I distinctly heard the

priest answer ‘Sukemori’. At this all my longings and anxieties welled up in confusion within me.
210

Omou koto

All my thoughts,

Katarawan
Narekeru hito 0
Hana mo shinobaba

I will tell them,
If these blossoms also grieve
For the one I loved so well.

Kokoro no mama ni

Everything that is in my heart,

That spring I heard many rumors which shocked andfrightened me, but when

I learned that great numbers of myclosest friends had been killed and were being

subjected to the mast unimaginable treatment, I was horrified and could think
of nothing to say.68 And the things people said about them were unlike anything
I had ever heard before.
211

Aware sareba
Kore wa makoto ka
Nao mo tada
Yume ni ya aran
To koso oboyure

67 1184.
68 After the Taira defeat at Ichinotani on
the 7th of the second month, 1184, the prisoners

Alas! I wonder
Can this be reality?
Oris it but
Somefrightful dream
From which I will awake?
and headsofthe slain were brought backto the
Capital and exhibited in thestreets.
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I heard of Middle Commander Shigehira’s wretched plight, and that he was
shortly to be brought up to the Capital.*® Among all those I had known at Court,
I had been especially close to Shigehira. He used to say such charming things,

and even in the mosttrivial matters, he was always solicitous of others’ feelings.

He was truly a rare and wonderful person. What could have happenedin a previous life to merit such a fate as this? Those who saw him said that his face

remained unchanged, and they could not bear to look at him. How painful it
wasto hear this, how unspeakably sad.
212

Asa pit ni
Minaresugushishi
Sono mukashi
Kakarubeshi to wa

Omoite mo mizu

Long ago,
When we used to see each other

Morning and night,

Never, never did it occur to me
That he would cometo this!

Again and again J imagined what he must have been thinking.
213°

Mada shinanu
Kono yo no uchni
Mio kaete
Nanigokochi shite

Akekurasuran

Though not yet dead,
He hassuffered a dreadful change.
In this sad world,
Whatfeelings must be his

As he passes the wretched, days.

Everyone was deeply grieved to hear that Middle Commander Koremori had

drowned himself at Kumano.”? It has always seemed that the Taira were far
superior to people one meets nowadays, but Koremori was especially attractive,
both in natural features andtasteful attire. Amongall the gentlemen I have ever

known,there is not one whocan belikened to him. Thus, whenever he appeared
in public, who could help but praise him?
At His Majesty’s’! birthday celebration at the Hajiiji Palace,”? when Koremori
performed the Dance of the Blue Waves,” people remarked how much hecalled

to mind the fabulous Genji.” I overheard others say that Koremori’s beauty

6? #@#i, 1157-85, son of Kiyomori. He
was captured at Ichinotani, and after being
paraded around the Capital, he was sent to
Kamakura. After the final destruction of the
Heike armies, he was turned overto the priests
of Tédaiji and Kéfukuji, which he had burned.

3&@, r. 1155-8. On his abdication, he took

control of the cloister government(insed BEEX)

and remained in control until his death in
1192.
72 £42, Go-Shirakawa’s main residence

in whatis now Higashiyama-ku in Kyoto. His

down in 1180, and was decapitated.

fiftieth birthday celebration was held 4th-6th
of the third month, 1176.

According to legend, he ended up taking holy

one of the most famous gagaku 38% dances;

Kumanoin 1184; accordingto other accounts,

7 Anallusion to the ‘Momiji no Ga’ chapter
of Genji Monogatari, in which Genji and Ta
no Chijo perform the seigaiha with great
success.

70 Eldest son of Taira no Shigemori. It is not
clear what hecame of him after Ichinotani.
orders on Mt Kéya and drowned himself at

he only madeit appear that he had committed

suicide, and he spent the rest of his life in

hiding near Kumano.

7. Cloistered Emperor Go-Shirakawa #431

78 Seikaiha (now pronounced seigaiha) ##X,

Koremori performed at a bangueton the 6th.
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must surely ‘eclipse the cherry blossoms themselves.’78 Of course, no one could
forget his appearanceat that time, but J knew him so well that, although distressed by the deaths of so many of myold friends, J felt his loss especially keenly.
Heused totell me, ‘You should think of me exactly as you think of Sukemori.’

When assured him that I did, he would reply, ‘That’s what you alwayssay, but
I wonder.’ These and other memories caused me indescribable sadness.

214 Haru no hana no
Lro ni posoeshi

Omokage no

215

His face and form,

Whose beauty was once compared
Tospringtime blossoms,

Munashiki nami na
Shita ni kuchinure

Now ebb awayto no avail

Kanashiku mo
Kakaru uki me o
Mi Kumano no
Trawa no nami ni
Mi o shizumekeru??

Howwretched,

Beneath the empty waves.76
Howsad thefate that he has met!
Beneath the waves
Ofthe sea by Holy Kumano

Hehas cast himself forever.

I was grieved to hear about Koremori, but my concern was especially deep for
his brother Sukemori. His situation had been unbearable from the outset, but

when I heardit noised about that Koremori and Middle Commander Kiyotsune”8

had each died by his own hand, I could well imagine how abandoned Sukemori
must havefelt. I thought of him constantly, but because of his resolve not to write

{or perhapsfor someother reason), he sent me not a single word. There was only

this brief message which I received in the winter of the year he left the Capital.

‘As I have told you, I now consider myself a transformed being. I hope that

everyone will think of me in this way also. Please pray for my salvation in the

next world.’ This was all he wrote.
I knew of no one to whom I could entrust a letter and was in no position to
send a messenger myself. I worried about him constantly, but there was no way
I could convey my thoughts to him. Aboutthe time I learned what had become
of his brothers, I happened upon a trustworthy person who would be sure to

deliver my message to him. In myletter I told Sukemori that I had not planned

to write to him in this way, but was loath to let the chanceslip by, and I added
many other things as well.
75 An allusion to a passage in the ‘Hana

no En’ chapter of Genji Monogatari: ‘Genji’s
appearance eclipsed the cherry blossoms and
actually dampened one’s appreciation of their

beauty.’
76 Koremori is said to have been called
Obai Shashd Migyryt, ‘Cherry and Plum
Blossom Commander’.

7? Fiigashi, no. 1996 (svar 26 no uta, 3).
‘Mi’ functions as a kakelotoba #4, or pivot
word, with the meanings ‘to see, meet’ and
‘holy’.
78 783848, d. 1183, third son of Shigemori.
He drowned himself at Yanagiura in Buzen
in the tenth month of 1183.
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Samazama ni
Kokoro midarete
Moshiogusa
Kakiatsumubeki

This way and that
Myheartis buffeted about,
So surely I will fail
To gather up, like salt seaweed,

Onaji_yo to
Naa amou kaso
Kanashikere

How sadit is
To think that the present world
Is the same one asbefore,
This world where still live on,

Kokochi dani sezu?

217

Aru ga aru ni mo

Aranu kona yo ni®°

The tangled strands of my thoughts.

Thoughit holds no place for me.

J also spoke ofhis brothers.

218

Omou koto o
Omoiyaru ni zo

Omoikudaku
Omoi ni soete
todo kanashiki

When I think
Ofthis, your latest sorrow,
Thesefresh anxieties
Are added to mystore of woes
And plunge me in yet deepergrief.

In his reply Sukemori said that, despite his resolve, he was pleased to receive
myletter. ‘I do not know whether death will come today or tomorrow,’ he wrote,

‘and so I have utterly given up thoughts of this world. I shall only open my heart
to you this once.’

219

Omoitojime

Omoikirite mo
Tachikaeri
Sasuga nt omou
Koto zo bkaru

220

Ima wa subete

Nani no nasake ma
Aware 0 mo
Mi mo seji kiki mo
Seji to koso omoe

I have shut off my thoughts

And cut myself off from the past,
Yet again and again
My many longings and memories
Keepflooding back,after all.
Tam resolved:
No morewill I bend my ear
To words of compassion,
No morewill I take notice

Of the love others hold for me.

He spoke of those who had preceded him in death.

79 ‘Moshiogusa’ is a makurakotoba *¥4, or

‘pillow word’, for ‘kakiatsumu’, which means
both ‘to rake up’ and ‘to collect and write

down’. ‘Midare’, ‘moshiogusa’, and ‘kaki? are
enga.
80 Fijgashil, no. 1997 (xvut: 26 no uta, 3), where
thelast line appears as ‘Aranu kona yo 0°.
81 The charm of this poem obviously lies

im the repetition of the words derived from
arou, ‘to think’. The effect can be imitated in

English translation, though with dubious

success:

When I

think/Of your sorrowful

thoughts,/My ownfearful thoughts/Are added
to mystore of thoughts,/And I am ail the more

despondent,
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Aru hodo ga

While to this world,

Uchi ni nao

I am heldfast,

Aru ni mo aranu
Kaku uki koto o
Mira zo kanashiki®

Thoughit holds no place for me,
Howsadis the fate I suffer
That such misery should be mine.

I cannot even begin to describe the emotions I experienced on reading this.
In the springof the following year, I heard at last that Sukemori was no longer

of this world.83 How can I possibly express the depths of my despair? I knew it
would end this way, yet when it actually happened, I wasleft dazed. My tears

welled up so fast that I could not hold them back. I was distressed that those

around me should see my grief. I do not know what people thought of me, but

I told them I did notfeel well and spent the day lying down. I drew the bed-

clothes over my head andlet the tears come as they would. If tried every way
possible to put him out of my mind, but perversely, his image hovered before me.
T felt as if I could hear every word he had ever spoken. In so many ways did my

grief torment me that I could never recount them all. Even when I hear that
someone has reached the end ofhis normal span and has passed away, I find it

sad. To what, I wondered over and again, could I possibly compare this sorrow?
222

Nabete yo no

Hakanaki koto o
Kanashi to wa
Kakaru yume minu

Hito ya ttken

People who speak
Ofjust ordinary bereavements

As pitiable,
Gan. they ever have known.
Such nightmares as this?

Sometimelater I received a letter from a certain person, who wrote, ‘Howterrible it must be for you,’ but I sensed that it was merely a routine, conventional
inquiry.

223

Kanashi to ma

Mata aware to mo
Yo no tsune ni

Lubeki koto ni

Araba koso arame

If it were merely ‘sad’,
Or were it merely ‘touching,’
If it were something

To be spoken of in an ordinary way,
Only then could I endure this.
a

82 Gyokupdshd, no. 2331 (xvi: 25 no uta, 4).

83 Although there are other theories, it
seems most likely that Sukemori drowned
himself at Dannoura an the 24th of the third

month, 1185.
* In order to keep the translation to a
reasonable length, I have omitted poems nos.
224-9 and their prose contexts. In the headnote

%

to thefirst three of these poems, Ukyé no Daibu
elaborates on hergrief, sense of loss, and the

difficulty of forgetting about the past. The
prose context to poems nos. 227-9 describes

some of her religious activities to aid in

Sukemori’s salvation, including copying out

sutras, having Buddhist spells written, etc.
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The apartments where I was living that summer looked down into a valley.
Oneday at the height of the season, the doors were open andI sat gazing outside.
The leaves of the bamboo appeared to have shriveled in the fierce sunlight.
Wouldsuch heat, which seemedto ‘split the very earth’, nat even dry mysleeves,
I wondered,* and found myself again choked with tears. Theshrilling of the
cicadas in the treetops was loud enough to be almost irritating, but since they,

too, spent their days crying aloud, I felt a kinship with them.

230

Koto towan

O summercicadas,

Morotoma ni naku
Natsu no higurashi®®

Let me ask you:
Do you too grieve for someone
That we should weep all day together?

Nare mo ya mono 0
Omouran

Whase keening mingles with mine,

With no distractions from sorrow, I spent the time absorbed in prayer. Ever

since childhood, I had faith in the Buddha, but so many things had occurred
to convince me of the wretchedness of my destiny and I had suffered such grief

that I began to ask why this must be so, and even grew resentful of the gods and
Buddhas.
231

Saritome to
Tanomu hotoke mo
Megumaneba
Ato no yo made o
Omaou kanashisa

Despite my woes,
I placed mytrust in Buddha’s grace,
But without his blessings,
Howsadto think in the world to come
Myfate must also be in doubt!

232

Yukue naku
Waga mi mo saraba
Akugaren

Withoutdirection,
Mybody too will wander forth,
Following my heart.
This wretched world no longer holds

Ato todomubeki

Uki yo naranu ni8?

The memories which could keep me here.

Sukemori had owned someland in the Northern Mountains*that was endowed
with a certain air of elegance and dignity. He was forever going there to see the
cherry blossoms and the beauty of the autumn fields, and everyone had been
there at one time or another.

T heard that a certain priest was now the owner. Since he wasa distantrelative
of mine, I went there in secret to search for some small reminder of the past.

85 An allusion to Man’ydshd, no. 1995,
anonymous: In the sixth month/The very
earth itself splits open/Beneath the blazing
sun/Will my sleeves never be dry,/Now
that you come to me no more?
88 ‘Higurashi? is used here to mean both
‘summercicada’ and‘all day long’.
87 Shinsenzaishil, no 1888 (xvit: 25 no ula, 2),

wherethe following text is given: Iza sarabaf
Yukue mo shirazufAkugaren|Ata todomuraba|Kana-

shikarikeri. Well then, so be it:/Knowing not

where I shall go,/Yet will I wanderforth[How
melanchaly I would feel/Were I to stop here

longer.

88 Kitayama & Ail, a general nameforthe

mountains north of Kyoto.
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Along the way I thought I saw Sukemori’s image going on ahead, and once
again I was blinded with tears. How terrible it was.
The grounds of Sukemori’s estate had been laid out with great care, but now

they had becomea plain ofreeds, a ‘rank thicket of mugwort’.® Overgrown with

moss and creepers, they retained no trace of their former splendor. The bush
clover he had planted had grown quite wild and lay about the northern and
southern gardensin tangled disorder. The violet weed®° gave off a faint fragrance,
and‘the single clump of plumegrass’ seemed indeed to have become ‘an autumn

field thick with the cries of insects.’%

I had my carriage drawn up to the veranda andalighted by the doors. As I
gazed about,all alone, a host of memories came back to me, but to speak of them

would only reawaken my grief. I was so distraught that, as usual, I became
nearly insensible to my surroundings.

233

Tsuyu kieshi

Narthatete

He has vanished,leaving this garden
Tofall to ruin.

Arehatenikeri?

It bears no traceofits former beauty.

Alo wa nohara to

Arishi ni mo nizu
234

Like the dew

Now becomelike a wild heath,

Ato o dani

Amongthese ruins

Sate shi mo itodo
Kanashisa zo sou

I only increased my heartache.

Katami ni min to
Ompishi o

Some small reminder of the past
Was all I sought,
Yet I find that in the end

In the eastern garden a numberof willow and cherry trees, all of the same
height, had been planted together. One spring long ago, the two of us had looked

at them, and now it seemed asif that time had returned once again. How painful
it was to think that only the trees were as before.

235

Usete mishi

Hite wa karenuru
Ato ni nao

Nokoru kozue 0

Mira mo tsupukeshi®

29 Yomogi ga soma; pethaps an allusion to a
poem by Sone no Yoshitada @AUHR in
Goshiishil, no. 278 (1v: aki no uta, 1): Sing, sing
on,/O cricket hidden in the mugwort,/Grown

rank and wild./The autumn nowslowly fading/
Is indeedso very sad.

90 Fujibakama 3.t1f2°4,

also known as

thoroughwort, eupatorium, hemp agrimany,
and boneset.

91 An allusion to a poem by Miharu no

Of him who planted them,
All trace has withered and gone.
Yet amongthe ruins
I see the trees thatstill remain,

And my tears fall like the dew.
Arisuke @& A in Kokinshd, no. 853 (xvi:

aishd no uta): Tn this garden/The single clump
of plume grass/That you planted/Has now
hecome an autumn field/Thick with the cries

of insects.

92 ‘Truyu’ and ‘nohara’ are enga.

93 “Kavenure is a kakeketoba meaning ‘de-

parted, gone away! and ‘withered’. ‘Kare’,
‘kozue’, and ‘isuyn’ ave engo.

Wagner: The Kenreimon’in Ukyé no Daibu Shit
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Waga mi moshi

Haru made araba
Tazune min
Hana mo sono yo no
Koto na wasure so

21

If by chance

I should survive until spring,

I will come again.
O blossoms, you too must not forget
The way life was while yet he lived.

Anothertime, on my way somewhere, I happened to pass Sukemori’s mansion.
It had, of course, gone up in smoke Jong ago,%* and only the foundation stones
remained. The grasses had grown deep, and here and there autumn flowers were

blooming. The dew spilled from the leaves, and I could hear the mingled cries
of the insects. The sadness of their voices impressed me deeply. Feeling that I
could not pass by, I stopped my carriage for a while. When, I wondered, will
this longing cease?
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Mata sara nt
Uki furusato o
Kaerimite
Kokoro todomuru
Koto mo hakanashi

Onceagain I return.
To gaze on this unhappy spot
That I knew so well.
How futile, how pointless it is
That my heart would linger here.

Over and over these same thoughts passed through my head, leaving me not
a moment’s respite. Mylife dragged on endlessly, and again and again I heard

of misery piled upon further miseries such as I cannot describe.
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Sadamenaki
Yo to wa iedomo
Kaku bakari
Uki tameshi koso
Mata nakavikere

In this world, they say,

Nothing is certain, nothing permanent,
Andyet I think
Surely there can be no other
Whohas suffered as I have.

I heard that the former Empress’ had gone to Ohara, but nothing further.
Withouttheassistance of the right people, there was no wayofgoingto visit her.

Yet, not really knowing what I was doing, I set off for Ohara, my deep devotion

to Her Highness as my guide.
As we proceeded into the mountains, our path made mefeel so sad that my

%4 Before fleeing the Capital in the seventh

month of 1183, the Taira set fire to all their
residences.
95 Kenreimon’in, 1155-1213, or Taira no

Tokushi, daughter of Kiyomori. She was
named Imperial Consort to Emperor Takakura

in 1178 and gavebirth ta the future Emperor

Antoku in the same year; she was given the
name Kenreimon'in in 1181. Two years later
she fled the Capital with the Taira and

Emperor Antoku; she tried to drown herself

at Dannoura but was unceremaniously fished
out of the water by Minamoto warriors. She
was sent back to the Capital in the fourth,
month of 1185 and took holy orders in the

following month. Later that year she moved
to Jakkdin 30% nunnery in Ohara, in
present-day Sakyé-ku of Kyoto, where she
spent her remaining years.
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tears preceded me. Upon reaching her hermitage, I found thatthe state of misery
in which she lived, her dwelling andits furnishings, wereall such as I could nat

bear to look upon. How could anyone, even one who had never seen her in the
past, think that this sort of life was conceivable for one of her station? Whether

this was reality or only a dream, for someone such as myself who had served Her
Highness, it was too terrible to describe.
The late autumn gale down from the mountains echoed in the branchesof the
nearby trees. The whispers of the water in the bamboopipe, the call of the deer,
the cries of the insects everywhere sound the same, but here they filled me with a

sadness I had never before experienced.

In the days of her youth, the Empress had been served by sixty and moreladies-

in-waiting, dressed in layer upon layer of robes cut from brocades as beautiful

as spring in the Capital.%® Here only three or four women, clad in inky black,
attended to her needs. And so changed were they that I did not even recognize
them. As we looked at each other, we could only murmur, ‘Alas, alas.’ Choked
with tears, we could say no more.
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Ima ya yume

Mukashi ya pume to
Mayowarete
Ika m omoedo
Utsutsu to zo naki97

Ts this a dream?
Oris it that the past was a dream?
T am ata loss to say.
But no matter how I considerit,
I cannot believe this is reality.

Aogimishi
Mukashi no kumo no
Ue no tsuki
Kakaru miyama no
Kage zo kanashiki*

Long, long ago,
I gazed with awe at the moon
Riding abovethe clouds.
Now resting on this remote mountain,
Her radiance is touched with sadness.

Though she waslikened then to the beauty of the cherry blossoms or again to

the brilliance of the moon,still these words did not seem adequate. Now she
looked like some other person entirely.

Since the Capital held nothing to draw my thoughts, I wondered why I was
going backatall. To leave her struck me as disagreable and somewhatunfeeling.
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Yama fukaku
Todome okitsuru
Waga kokoro
Vagate sumubeki
Shirube to a nare?

94 Anallusion ta a paem bythepriest Sasei
Htkin. Kokinshii, no. 56 (1: harw no uta, L): L loak
about me:/The willows and the cherry trees/
Are mingled together,/And truly the Capital
seems/The brocade ofspringtime.
97 Fagashil, no. 1905 (xvi: 26 na uta, 3).

O myheart,
I leave you still at her side,
Deep within the mountains.
Be my guide to a purerlife,
That soon I maylive with her.
8 ‘Kakarw’ is a kakekotaba meaning ‘such’

and ‘to hang, to rest’. ‘Ogimishi’, ‘kakara’,
*hage', and‘tsuki? are all engo.
99 ‘Sumu’ here means bath ‘to becomeclear,

to purify’ and‘talive’.

Wagner: The Kenreimon’in Ukyé no Daibu Shit
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Everything made me wish that I were no longerpart of this world.
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Nagekiwabi

Waga nakaramashi to
Omou made no
Mi zo warenagara
Kanashikarikeru

I lament and grieve
And even wish that I might end
Mysojourn in this world:
I cannot but think myfate is sad.
That I have been broughtto this.

I wondered how I could ever distract myself from my sorrow, and so while
visiting somewherefor thefirst time, it occurred to me to go away on a journey.

Yetas soon as I thoughtofleaving the Capital, memories came flooding back.
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Kaerubeki
Michi wa kokoro mi
Makasete mo

The road of my return

Nao aware nari

Is always profoundly moving.

Lies ever open before me,

Tabidatsu hodo wa

Tofollow at my will.
Yet the beginning of a journey

Miyake oba
Ltcite mo mata

And yet somehow I mustfeel regret

Nagort aru a

Mashite ta mono 0

Omoiidetsuru

T detest the Capital,
Onparting from it.

I remember one reluctantto leave:
How much greater was his sorrow.

Mydestination was near Sakamoto on Mt Hiei. Thefalling snow darkened

the sky and made mefeel as if I werefar, far away, quite cut off from the Capital.

Whatsort of memories was I looking for, I wondered forlornly, to have come to
such a place as this?

Late that night, a flock of geese flew over my lodging place. Their melancholy

cries moved medeeply, and I found myselfin tears.
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Uki koto wa

Tokorogara ka to

Nogaruredo
Lzuku mo kart na
Vado to kikayuret

T fled my old haunts,

Thinking a change would heal my
misery,
Yet the cries of the geese
Remind methat wherever I may go
I will find but a fugitive dwelling.

I had passed only a single barrier! and thus had not comefar, yet the gale
echoing through the trees was far wilder than that in the Capital.

400 ‘Feri? here means both ‘geese’ and‘fugitive, transient’.

191 The famous Osaka Barrier, located south
of present-day Orsu in Shiga.
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Seki koete

Tku kumoi made
Hedateneda
Miyake ni wa ninu
Yamaoroshi kana

Passing the Barrier,
No great stretches of cloud-banked
sky

Separate me from home.

Yet how unlike those in the Capital,
The stormy winds down from the
mountain!

With greatcare I performed the rites and prayed with all my heart that the one

I had loved might find peace in the next world. Yet, as ever, useless regrets
welled up within me.I tried to put them out of my mind, but how could I help it?
I arose and went to look outside. There stood an orange tree, heavily laden
with snow, reminding meof an incidentat the Palace. When could it have been?
One morning after a heavy fall of snow, I saw him dressed in a court robe,
now somewhat limp, as though he had been on night duty. He broke off a snowcovered spray from an orange tree and broughtit it to me, When I asked him
why he had chosen a spray from that particular tree, he replied, “The orange
tree stands in a quarter which I frequent a great deal, and thereis a tie of affection between, us.710

I remembered it as clearly as if it were happening at that very moment, and.
my sorrow was such as words cannot describe.
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Tachinareshi
Mikaki no uchi no
Tachibana mo
Yuki to kienishi
Hito ya kouran

Heknew it well,
The orange tree within the Palace
walls.
Could it be
Thatit, too, longs for him,
Who vanished like melting snow?

Such was my poem, as I thought of that tree of old. The leaves of the tree I
was actually looking at grew in profusion, but their color spoke of sadness.
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Kato towan

Satsukt narade mo

Tachibana ni

Mukashi no sode no
Ka wa nokoru ya to
102 Qn the south side of the Ceremonial

Hallof the Imperial Palace were planted two

Let me ask you:
Though it is not the rainy month,
Among the orange flowers

Doesthe fragrancestill linger
Ofthose sleeves of long ago ?10

Palace Guards, hence the bond of affection
between him and orange trees in general.

known as the Orange Tree of the Right

403 This poem alludes throughout to Kokinshii, no. 139 (imc: natsu no uta): Orange blossoms/
Awaiting the tainy month ta bloom:/In their

was appointed a Provisional Middle Com-

That helanged to one aflong ago.

trees: a cherry to the east (left) and an orange
tree to the west (right), the latter tree being
Division (ukon na tachibana 04%). Sukemori
mander of the Right Division of the Inner

fragrance/E breathe the scent of the sleeves/

Wagner: The Kenreimon’in Ukyé no Daibu Shit
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When the wind blew, I heard the sound of the bird clapper, and this, too, was

somehow sad.
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Arishi yo ni
Avazu naruko no
Oto kikeba
Suginishi koto zo
diode kanashiki'4

The world of old
‘Will never comeagain, they say:
Yet the clapper’s sound
Makesthose events long passed
Growall the more affecting.

Gazing far awayinto the distance, I became aware of the great expanse ofsky
separating me from the Capital.
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Waga kokoro
Ukitaru mama ni
Nagamureba
Tzuku 0 kumo no

Hate ta shi ma nashi

Lost in thought,
Myspirit floating aimlessly,
I gaze at the sky.
In all directions, without end,

The cloudsstretch on and on.

It was a day sometime around the beginning of the twelfth month. After

nightfall, something neither quite snow nor rain fell from time to time. The
scudding cloudsroiled and twisted. The sky remained only partly overcast, and
here and there groups of stars now shone, now disappeared. I lay down and

pulled a coverlet over my head. Late that night, I imagine it must have been about
the second quarterof the Hourof the Ox,'® I thrust the coverlet aside and looked
up at the sky. It had grown unusually clear and had taken on a soft blue color.

Large stars of particular brilliance appeared across the whole expanse of sky. It

was uncommonly beautiful. It looked like pale indigo paper,lightly scattered with

bits of foil. I felt as though tonight I was looking at the sky for thefirst time. I had
often seen starlit skies so bright that the moon appeared to be shining, but
that night, perhaps because of the particular time and place, seemed somehow
different, and I becamelost in thought.
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Tsuki 0 koso
Nagamenareshika

Hoshi no yo no
Fukaki aware o
Koyoi shirinuru'0s

Tt is upon the moon
That so often I have gazed

enraptured,
But tonight
T have come to understand atlast

The profound beauty ofa starlit sky.

‘When I was on my way to the shrine at Hiyoshi,!°” the snow fell so heavily

104 ‘Waruke’ is a Kakekotaba which, as well
as meaning ‘bird clapper’, contains the attributive of the copula nar,
105 1,30-2.00 as.

195 Gyokuydshii, no. 2151 (xvt: 26 no uta, 3).
7 Hie Shrine, popularly known as Sannd
and located in Otsu in Shiga,

Monumenta Nipponica, xxx1, |
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that it darkened the sky, and a great deal ofit piled up on the front rail of my
palanquin. I spent all night at my devotions and returned to my lodgings at
dawn. On the way back, when I raised the blind, the snow flew inside, getting

into my sleeves and collar. I tried to brush it off mysleeves, but the snow was
already frozen where it had landed. It looked so pretty, scattered in random
figures, that I wanted to show it to someone, and it saddened me to think that
there was no one who would understand.
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Nanigoto o

What, I wonder,

Waga sode no
Kéri wa token
Kata mo araji o

Since I find
There is no way to melt the ice
Frozen to my tear-stained sleeves?

Tnori ka subeki

Can bethe use of further prayer

At my lonely lodging, the snow, perhaps waiting for a fresh fall to bear it company,still had not completely melted, and the sky stayed vaguely overcast.
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Sarade dani

Furinisht koto no
Kanashiki ni
Yuki kakikurasu

Sora mo nagameji'08

Even without this,

Those things which have befallen
Would still be sad.
And nowthe sky is dark with snow:
T cannot bear to gaze upon it,

Despite myresolve, I gazedall night long at the sky. Attimes the cloudsrolled.

in, At others they were swept away. Their patterns never for a moment remained
the same.

254 Ozora wa

Have mo kumori mo
Sadamenaki o

Mi no uki koto wa
Jisu mo kawaraji'©?

Theover-arching sky,

Nowclear, now filled with clouds,
Forever in motion,

While constant only in suffering,
Mydrifting life will never change.

The soundof the bird clappers outside seemed to add to my loneliness. The

year was drawingto a close. Thefields and the nearbytrees had withered and been
swept bare by the wind. In such a world, bereft of anything that would call

forth memories, there was much to which my fate might be compared.
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Aki sugite

Naruko wa kaze ni
Nokorikeri
Nani no nagori mo

Fito no yo zo naki

108 The word ‘furi? carries two meanings
—~‘tofall’ and ‘to grow old,to age’.

Autumnis gone,

And the sound. ofthe bird clapper
Lingers in the wind.
No memories, no reminders of the

past

Remain for mein the world of men.

199 ‘Hare’, ‘kumori, and ‘uki? are engo.

Wagner: The Kenreinowin Ukyé no Daibu Shi
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Ice had formed in the tiny stream in the valley,'#¢ but from time to time I

could still hear the water flowing. Its mournful sound brought many things to
mind.
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Tanigawa wa
Konoha tojimaze
Kéredomo

Shita ni wa taenu

Mizu no oto kana

Choked with leaves,
Thetiny stream in the valley
Is frozen over,
But beneath the ice, unceasing,
Ah! the sound of flowing water!

I started for the Capital while it wasstill dark. Along Shiga Strand,'tt where
our roadlay, I noticed that ice had formed in the inlets. It was as if the waves
rolling in froze as they were and did not flow out again. A fine snow hadfallen,

and all about me was purest white.
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Urayamashi
Shiga no urawa no

Kani toji

Kaeranu nami mo
Mata kaerinan

How envious I am!

Ice piles up on Shiga Strand,

Yet the frozen waves,
Though held back now, unlike him,
Surely will return once more.

The deep green surface of the Jake was broken by menacing blackish waves.
Notfar off, still within sight, was a route favored by the boatimen. It stretched
into the distance, eventually becoming one with the sky. Tiny boats rowed

through the clouds until they were out of sight. From my vantage point, with

the wind and wavesso fierce, they did not present an inviting picture. On the
barren shore, without trees or grasses, the wind wasso strong that I foundit difficult to bear. Nonetheless, had I heard, quite beyond my fondest hopes, that he
who had plunged into the waves was dwelling in such a place as this, no matter
how unlivable it might have been, I would have gonethere to stay by his side.
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Koishinobu
Hito ni Omi no

Umi naraba
Araki nami ni mo
Tachimajiramashi'?

149 The text in Hisamatsu, p. 486, has
‘musebinagara’ (although it wept chokingly’),
which eventhe editors pointout does not make
much sense in the context. I have followed the
reading ‘musubinagara’ of the Gunsho Ruiji text.

By the Sea of Omi,
Were I able to meet my love,
The one for whom long,
Gladly would I spend mylife
Mingling with these wild waves.

11 Thatis, the shores of Lake Biwa, which
is located in Shiga prefecture.
112 Gyokupishi, no. 2403 (xvm: 26 no uta, 4).
“Omi! is a kakekoteba, being a place name and
also containing the word ou, ‘to meet’.

